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Since the fi rst Global Days of Action against capitalism—including 
protests against the World Trade Organization summit meetings in 
Seattle on November 30, 1999—anti-corporate globalization move-

ments have staged highly spectacular, mass direct actions against multi-
lateral institutions, while generating innovative network-based organiza-
tional forms.1 Activists have made particularly effective use of new digital 
technologies to communicate and coordinate at a distance, while grassroots 
media projects such as Indymedia have provided forums for creating and 
circulating alternative news and information. Indeed, contemporary anti-
corporate globalization movements are uniquely self-refl exive, as activists 
produce and distribute their own analyses and refl ections through global 
communications networks. Such practices break down the divide between 
participant and observer, constituting a signifi cant challenge to traditional 
academic approaches to the study of social movements. 

In what follows, I outline militant ethnography as an alternative re-
search method and political praxis based on my experience as an activist and 
researcher with the Movement for Global Resistance (MRG) in Barcelona. 
What is the relationship between ethnography and political action? How can 
we make our work relevant to those with whom we study? Militant ethnog-
raphy involves a politically engaged and collaborative form of participant 
observation carried out from within rather than outside grassroots move-
ments. Classic objectivist paradigms fail to grasp the concrete logic of ac-
tivist practice, leading to accounts and models that are not only inadequate, 
but are of little use to activists themselves. As activists increasingly generate 
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and circulate their own analyses, the classic role of the organic intellectual 
is undermined.

Militant ethnography seeks to overcome the divide between research 
and practice. Rather than generating sweeping strategic and/or political di-
rectives, collaboratively produced ethnographic knowledge aims to facilitate 
ongoing activist (self-)refl ection regarding movement goals, tactics, strate-
gies, and organizational forms. At the same time, there is often a marked 
contradiction between the moment of research and the moments of writing, 
publishing, and distribution (Routledge 1996). The horizontal networking 
logics associated with anti-corporate globalization movements contradict 
the institutional logic of academia itself (cf. Juris 2004). Militant ethnogra-
phers thus have to constantly negotiate such dilemmas, while moving back 
and forth among different sites of writing, teaching, and research. 

Grasping the Logic of Activist Practice

In his discussion of Bourdieu’s refl exive sociology, Loïc Wacquant iden-
tifi es the “intellectual bias,” or how our position as an outside observer “en-
tices us to construe the world as a spectacle, as a set of signifi cations to be 
interpreted rather than as concrete problems to be solved practically” (1992: 
39). This tendency to position oneself at a distance and treat social life as 
an object to decode, rather than entering into the fl ow and rhythm of ongo-
ing social interaction, hinders our ability to understand social practice. As 
Bourdieu himself suggests:

The anthropologist’s particular relation to the object of his study 
contains the makings of a theoretical distortion inasmuch as his situ-
ation as an observer, excluded from the real play of social activities 
by the fact that he has no place…inclines him to a hermeneutic rep-
resentation of practices (1977: 1).

Militant ethnography addresses these objectivist shortcomings. In order 
to grasp the concrete logic generating specifi c practices, researchers have to 
become active practitioners. With respect to social movements, this means 
helping to organize actions and workshops, facilitating meetings, weighing 
in during strategic and tactical debates, staking out political positions, and 
putting ones’ body on the line during mass direct actions. Simply taking on 
the role of “circumstantial activist,” as George Marcus (1995) puts it, is not 
suffi cient. One has to build long-term relationships of mutual commitment 
and trust, become entangled with complex relations of power, and live the 
emotions associated with direct action organizing and activist networking. 
Such politically engaged ethnographic practice not only allows researchers 
to remain active political subjects, it also generates better interpretations 
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and analyses. In her study of everyday violence in a poor shantytown in 
northeastern Brazil, Nancy Scheper-Hughes describes how she was coaxed 
into political organizing by her Bahian informants:

The more my companhieras gently but fi rmly pulled me away 
from the “private” world of the wretched huts of the shantytown, 
where I felt most comfortable, and toward the “public” world of the 
Municipio of Bom Jesus da Mata, into the marketplace, the mayor’s 
offi ce and the judge’s chambers, the police station and the public 
morgue, the mills and the rural union meetings, the more my under-
standings of the community were enriched and theoretical horizons 
were expanded (1995: 411).

Scheper-Hughes refers to such ethically grounded and politically com-
mitted research as militant anthropology, which captures the active and en-
gaged style of ethnographic practice outlined here. She subsequently calls 
for a barefoot anthropology which involves a kind of witnessing, differing 
from active struggle together with the women of Bom Jesus she describes in 
the passage above. I thus refer to ethnographic research that is both politi-
cally engaged and collaborative in nature as militant ethnography.

This broader emphasis on ethnography transcends the exclusive realm 
of anthropology. Militant ethnography is relevant for a variety of disciplines 
and in many ways corresponds to methods practiced by activists themselves. 
Militant ethnography generates practical, embodied understanding. Indeed, 
mass direct actions generate extremely intense emotions involving alternat-
ing sensations of tension, anxiety, fear, terror, collective solidarity, expecta-
tion, celebration, and joy. In this sense, the militant ethnographer also uses 
her body as a concrete research tool (cf. Parr 2001).

Two Tales from the Field

My research explores the cultural practice and politics of transnational 
networking among anti-corporate globalization activists in Barcelona. I am 
particularly interested in how transnational networks like Peoples Global 
Action (PGA) or the World Social Forum (WSF) are constructed and how 
activists perform these networks through embodied praxis during mass 
actions. Specifi cally, I conducted participant observation with the interna-
tional working group of the Movement for Global Resistance in Barcelona, 
a broad network involving militant squatters, Zapatista supporters, anti-
debt campaigners, and radical ecologists.2 I participated in mobilizations in 
Barcelona, Genoa, Brussels, Madrid, and Seville, and I had previously taken 
part in mass actions in Seattle, Los Angeles, and Prague.3 Moreover, given 
that MRG was a co-convener of PGA in Europe and many activists were 
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involved in the social forum process, I helped organize PGA and WSF-re-
lated events in Barcelona, Leiden, and Porto Alegre. By practicing militant 
ethnography, I aim to enhance our understanding of how social movement 
networks operate, thus helping activists build more effective and sustainable 
networks. The next section provides two concrete ethnographic examples. 

Next Stop: Genoa!

At the end of a July 1 march against police brutality in Barcelona, a 
Milanese activist from the Tute Bianche took the microphone and an-
nounced the coming siege of the G8 summit. After describing the Genoa 
Social Forum and the pact that had been made with the city, he enthusiasti-
cally called on all Catalan and Spanish activists to make the trip, exclaiming 
in the spirit of the singer Manu Chao, “Next Stop: Genoa!” Ten days later, 
my friends and I were discussing our police evasion strategy on a regional 
train we had hopped through southern France. As we pulled into Genoa, 
the Italian police were out patrolling in force. Although we had done noth-
ing wrong, our hearts began to pound. The paranoid feeling of being under 
constant surveillance would remain with us during our entire time in Italy. 
We spent our fi rst few days sleeping in a squatted social center in the hills on 
the outskirts of town, where we met up with many PGA-inspired activists. 
Ricardo, a well-known solidarity activist and squatter was frustrated about 
how diffi cult it had been to coordinate with the Genoa Social Forum (GSF), 
the main body planning the protests in Genoa. He was extremely eager to fi ll 
us in and elicit more support for building a radical international contingent.

Ricardo was particularly troubled by the fact that the GSF had re-
fused to create channels of communication with militant anarchists due 
to the Forum’s strict “non-violence” stance. The dominant political forces 
within the GSF—Tute Bianche, NGOs, ATTAC, radical labor unions, and 
Refundazione Comunista—were characterized by autonomous Marxist, 
socialist, and social-democratic perspectives, and the use of strictly non-
violent tactics. On the other hand, the guiding political ethos among decen-
tralized grassroots networks like PGA or MRG is broadly anarchist, in the 
sense of horizontal networking and coordination among diverse autonomous 
groups. This networking logic also holds for the question of violence versus 
non-violence, where a diversity of tactical positions generally prevails. For 
radicals like Ricardo, even those who refuse to engage in violent tactics, it 
is important to establish dialogue with all groups regardless of the tactics 
they choose. The GSF’s strict non-violent stance and unwillingness to com-
municate with groups outside their direct action guidelines was perceived by 
many grassroots anticapitalists as a major obstacle.

Over the next week, I became deeply embroiled in the complex discus-
sions, debates, and negotiations that ultimately led to the creation of the 
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Pink & Silver bloc for the main action days, building on our experiences in 
Prague. Not only did we have to generate consensus regarding the wisdom 
of joining the militant squatters, whether self-defense constituted an accept-
able response to police provocation and the specifi c protest route to follow, 
we also had to negotiate with the GSF and other international networks in 
order to carve out suffi cient space within a crowded action terrain involving 
aggressive Tute Bianche, militant black bloc, festive pink bloc, and tradi-
tional Ghandian non-violent tactics.

There is insuffi cient time here for a full ethnographic account of the 
space of terror that subsequently emerged in Genoa (cf. Juris 2005a). Rather, 
I want to simply point out that it was only by becoming deeply involved in 
the direct action planning process, which at times meant positioning myself 
at the center of extremely intense and sometimes personal debates, that I 
could fully appreciate the complexity and logic of direct action planning 
and the accompanying fear, passion and exhilaration. It was only through 
engaged participation that I began to realize how diverse activist networks 
physically express their contrasting political visions and identities through 
alternative forms of direct action. Tactical debates were thus about much 
more than logistical coordination: they embodied the broader cultural poli-
tics that are a crucial aspect of activist networking and movement building. 
Learning how to better negotiate such tactical differences can help activists 
build sustainable networks more generally.

At the same time, the overwhelming campaign of low-level terror un-
leashed by the Italian state also points to some of the potential limitations of 
the “diversity of tactics” logic. If, rather than dividing and conquering, the 
state pursues an indiscriminate strategy of physical repression, it becomes 
impossible to safely divide up the urban terrain. In particular contexts it 
makes sense to actively dissuade other activists from using militant tactics. 
However, blanket condemnations of protest “violence,” including widely 
circulated statements by Susan George after Gothenburg and Genoa are not 
likely to produce the desired effect, as they violate the basic networking 
logic at the heart of contemporary anti-corporate globalization movements.4

It is only through dialogue, and immanent critique based on solidarity and 
respect that such contentious issues can be resolved. At its best, militant eth-
nography can thus provide a mechanism for shedding light on contemporary 
networking logics and politics while also making effective interventions 
into ongoing activist debates.

Subverting the WSF International Council

Beyond mass direct actions, militant ethnography can also help activists 
negotiate more sustained forms of movement building, including the social 
forum process. First conceived as a singular event providing a space for 
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refl ection and debate regarding alternatives to neoliberal globalization,5 the 
WSF has since morphed into a sustained process involving forums at local, 
regional, and global levels.6 After three years in Porto Alegre, the WSF was 
held in Mumbai in 2004 before moving back to Porto Alegre the following 
year. Most recently, the 2006 WSF was “polycentric,” held at three remote 
sites in Latin America, Asia, and North Africa. 

The International Council (IC) was created shortly after the initial Forum 
in January 2001 to oversee the global expansion of the process. However, the 
relationship among the Brazilian Organizing Committee (OC), other local 
committees, and the IC has been somewhat contentious. In addition to the 
distribution of power and authority among these decision-making bodies, 
there has also been an ongoing debate about the nature of the process itself. 
Although the WSF Charter of Principles specifi cally defi nes the Forum as 
an open meeting space, others view it, at least potentially, as a political or-
ganization (cf. Patomäki and Teivainen 2004, Sen 2004, Whitaker 2004).7

Such confl icts are rendered particularly visible during periodic IC gather-
ings, including the April 2002 meeting in Barcelona, where I was an active 
participant as a member of MRG’s international working group (cf. Juris 
2005b). 

Shortly before the Barcelona meeting we learned that MRG had been 
invited to become a permanent member of the IC—most likely due to our 
reputation as an exemplar of an emerging mode of activism involving con-
frontational direct action and network-based forms. This unleashed a heated 
debate within MRG and among grassroots networks in Barcelona. How 
could a diffuse network with no formal membership, many of whose par-
ticipants are deeply opposed to the Forum, participate in such a highly insti-
tutional representative structure? After a long discussion during an open as-
sembly of social movements in Barcelona, MRG decided to offer its offi cial 
delegate status to the larger assembly, including its right to speak during the 
IC meeting. Although MRG would ultimately refuse the Council’s invitation 
to become a permanent member, radicals would at least have an opportunity 
to make their voices heard within the very heart of the Forum process. 

This is where my own role in the meeting became more complicated. 
I was enthusiastic about attending the IC meeting not only as a delegate 
from MRG, but also as an ethnographer specifi cally studying transnational 
networking practices. The Barcelona IC meeting was a perfect opportunity 
to examine these processes fi rst-hand. Although I initially wanted to simply 
observe, allowing others to intervene, I was quickly drawn into a more ac-
tive role. The assembly of social movements had agreed to issue a statement 
during the meeting criticizing the IC for its vertical structure and lack of 
internal democracy. Since I spoke English and Spanish fl uently, I was given 
the task of helping to draft and then present the declaration. So much for my 
role as neutral observer! By inserting myself into the fl ow and rhythm of 
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such a contentious debate, I learned a great deal more about the social forum 
process than I otherwise would have. 

The meeting agenda included the relationship between the WSF and the 
broader anti-corporate globalization movement, future challenges, region-
al social forums, methodology and architecture, and internal IC process. 
Throughout the three-day gathering, delegates debated critical issues such 
as whether the IC should continue to play a logistical and coordinating role 
or provide more active strategic and/or political direction. The autonomy of 
the local forums also generated signifi cant disagreement, pitting those who 
wanted more central control against others who viewed the WSF as a kind of 
trademark, though freely available to anyone inspired by the Forum model 
and its ideals. It was only when I read the MRG declaration that I truly began 
to understand the diversity of positions represented within the IC, and what 
it actually felt like to be at the center of such hotly contested debates. 

As soon as the session opened about internal procedures, delegates 
immediately brought up the issue of democracy and openness within the 
Council. Sensing that the right moment had fi nally arrived, I raised my 
hand, and after several long interventions, read the MRG declaration, which 
included the following text:

We would like to thank the Council for the membership invitation, 
although we are not sure how it happened. MRG is part of a new 
political culture involving network-based organizational forms, di-
rect democracy, open participation, and direct action. A top-down 
process, involving a closed, non-transparent, non-democratic, and 
highly institutional central committee will never attract collectives 
and networks searching for a new way of doing politics. This should 
be a space of participation, not representation. 

Although we had expected to receive an extremely hostile response 
several delegates supported our contention. One member of the Brazilian 
OC tersely responded, “We have to clarify who wants to be a member, and 
who does not!” However, others were more receptive; as an important fi gure 
within the European forum process stressed, “We really have to fi gure out a 
way to include this new political culture despite their unique organizational 
form.” Although he missed the point that our “new political culture” is spe-
cifi cally expressed—at least in part—through our innovative organizational 
forms and practices, he was generally supportive.8 Perhaps not so inciden-
tally the inaugural edition of the European Social Forum, ultimately held 
in Florence the following November, would be organized through an open 
assembly of social movements rather than a member-based organizational 
committee. Although our critique certainly ruffl ed a few feathers, we had 
more allies than originally anticipated. 
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Many radicals in Barcelona and elsewhere had assumed the IC and 
broader forum social process is dominated exclusively by reformists and 
Marxists. Although I suspected the reality was more nuanced, it was only 
after my active participation in the Barcelona IC meeting that I fully appre-
ciated the complex internal dynamics within the Council. This understand-
ing not only helped me conceive transnational networking as shaped by an 
intense cultural politics (cf. Juris 2005c), it also infl uenced my participation 
in subsequent debates about whether grassroots radicals should take part in 
the forum process more generally. My experience suggested that rather than 
boycott the forums, it perhaps made more sense to actively work together 
with those elements who shared our more libertarian goals and visions. 

Specifying Militant Ethnography

Militant ethnography thus not only generates compelling analyses, it 
can also help inform concrete strategies and decision-making. If ethno-
graphic methods driven by political commitment and guided by a theory of 
practice break down the distinction between researcher and activist during 
the moment of fi eldwork, the same cannot be said for the moments of writ-
ing and distribution, where one has to confront vastly different systems of 
standards, awards, selection, and stylistic criteria. As Paul Routledge (1996) 
has suggested:

When it comes to researching resistance, there has traditionally 
been what de Certeau (1984: 24-25) refers to as a gap between the 
time of solidarity and the time of writing. The former is marked by 
docility and gratitude toward one’s hosts, while the latter reveals 
the institutional affi liations, and the intellectual, professional, and 
fi nancial profi t for which this hospitality is objectively the means 
(1996: 402).

A brief anecdote from my own experience illustrates some of the issues 
involved. In January 2004, my former MRG-based colleagues organized a 
conference in Barcelona to explore the theory and practice of activist re-
search. The idea was to create an open space for refl ection and debate among 
activists, those conducting research from within, and for social movements 
and others involved with self-managed political projects. During one session, 
a British activist mounted a harsh attack on academics studying movements 
from the outside. He was somewhat appeased when we explained we were 
using engaged methods, but he remained skeptical about how the research 
would be used, pointing out that, “You go back to the university and use 
collectively produced knowledge to earn your degrees and gain academic 
prestige. What’s in it for the rest of us?”
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For the militant ethnographer, the issue is not so much the kind of knowl-
edge produced, which is always practically engaged and collaborative, but 
rather, how is it presented, for which audience, and where is it distributed? 
These questions go to the very heart of the alternative network-based cultur-
al logics and political forms that more radical anti-corporate globalization 
activists are generating and putting into practice. Addressing them doesn’t 
just respond to the issue of ethical responsibility toward one’s informants, 
colleagues and friends, it also sheds light on the nature of contemporary 
movements themselves.

Part of the issue has to do with how we understand the nature of the 
intellectual. Barker and Cox (2002) have recently explored differences be-
tween academic and movement theorizing, criticizing traditional theories 
about rather than about rather than about for movements. They explain the differences in terms of for movements. They explain the differences in terms of for
the distinction between “academic” and “movement” intellectuals corre-
sponding to Gramsci’s “traditional” and “organic” varieties: the former op-
erate according to the interests of dominant classes, while the latter emerge 
from within and work on behalf of subaltern groups. However, not only 
does this distinction break down in practice, beyond that, it seems to me the 
relationship between activists and intellectuals within contemporary social 
movements is far more complex. When nearly everyone engages in theo-
rizing, self-publishing, and instant distribution through global communica-
tion networks, the traditional function of the organic intellectual—provid-
ing strategic analysis and political direction—is undermined. In this sense, 
militant ethnography does not offer programmatic directives about what 
activists should or should not do. Rather, by providing critically engaged 
and theoretically informed analyses generated through collective practice, 
militant ethnography can provide tools for ongoing activist (self-)refl ection 
and decision-making.

Several anthropologists have recently proposed strategies for making 
ethnography useful for activists that can be incorporated into a broader 
praxis for militant ethnography. Working with US-based, anti-corporate 
globalization activists, David Graeber has similarly noted the embattled po-
sition of the traditional vanguard intellectual, positing ethnography as an 
alternative, which would involve “teasing out the tacit logic or principles 
underlying certain forms of radical practice, and then, not only offering the 
analysis back to those communities, but using them to formulate new vi-
sions” (2004: 335). In this register, ethnography becomes a tool for collec-
tive refl ection about activist practice and emerging utopian imaginaries.

Julia Paley (2001) enacts another kind of critically engaged ethnography 
working with urban community groups in Chile to analyze power relations 
and political processes that shape and constrain their strategic options at 
particular historical junctures. In this mode, ethnography becomes a tool for 
collective analysis about the outside world. In his study of gender, race, re-
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ligion, and grassroots Afro-Brazilian movements, John Burdick (1998) sug-
gests that ethnography can help movements represent themselves in order to 
understand the social and cultural heterogeneity within them. Militant eth-
nography can thus help activists carry out their own ethnographic research.

For Burdick, this means supporting movements in their efforts to reach 
out to a broader public. But it might also suggest working with activists to 
help them analyze different movement sectors, understand how they operate, 
their goals and visions, and how they can most effectively work together. In 
my own case I spent hours talking to MRG-based colleagues about diverse 
movement sectors in Barcelona and elsewhere, and how they might best 
coordinate. We held similar conversations about regional and global net-
working processes. In this sense, transnational activist networking always 
already involves a form of militant ethnography, while militant ethnography 
among contemporary local/global movements necessarily requires the prac-
tice of transnational networking.

In sum, militant ethnography involves at least three interrelated modes: 
1) collective refl ection and visioning about movement practices, logics, and 
emerging cultural and political models; 2) collective analysis of broader so-
cial processes and power relations that affect strategic and tactical decision-
making; and 3) collective ethnographic refl ection about diverse movement 
networks, how they interact, and how they might better relate to broader 
constituencies. Each of these levels involves engaged, practice-based, and 
politically committed research that is carried out in horizontal collabora-
tion with social movements. Resulting accounts involve particular interpre-
tations of events, produced with the practical and theoretical tools at the 
ethnographer’s disposal and offered back to activists, scholars and others for 
further refl ection and debate.

The question remains as to the most appropriate context for practicing 
militant ethnography and how to distribute the results. One obvious place 
is the academy, which despite increasing corporate infl uence and institu-
tional constraints, continues to offer a critical space for collective discus-
sion, learning, and debate. As Scheper-Hughes (1995) suggests, those of us 
within the academy can use academic writing and publishing as a form of 
resistance, working within the system to generate alternative, politically en-
gaged accounts. As Routledge suggests, there are no “pure” or “authentic” 
sites, as academia and activism both “constitute fl uid fi elds of social ac-
tion that are interwoven with other activity spaces.” Routledge thus posits 
an alternative third space “where neither site, role, nor representation holds 
sway, where one continually subverts the other” (1996: 400). The more uto-
pian alternative is suggested by the rise of multiple networks of autonomous 
research collectives and free university projects, including the activist re-
search conference cited above, or the radical theory forums recently held 
during regional and world social forums. By exploring emerging cultural 
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logics, networking activities, and utopian political imaginaries within con-
temporary anti-corporate globalization movements, militant ethnography 
can thus contribute to both academic and activist spheres. 

Notes

1. The Seattle Protest was actually the third Global Day of Action inspired by 
the Peoples Global Action (PGA) network. The fi rst took place on May 16, 
1998, in conjunction with the G8 Summit in Birmingham and just two days 
before the WTO Ministerial in Geneva. The second was held on June 18, 
1999, against major fi nancial and business centers around the world dur-
ing the G8 Summit in Cologne. Actions were carried out in more than 40 
countries, including a 10,000 person strong “Carnival Against Capitalism” 
organized by Reclaim the Streets in London.

2. I refer to “anti-corporate globalization movements” in the plural to empha-
size that activists do not oppose globalization per se but rather those forms of 
economic globalization that benefi t transnational corporations, while recog-
nizing the diversity of movement actors. Alternatively, many activists speak 
of the global justice or alternative globalization movements. However, these 
formulations are rarely used in Barcelona, the site of my own research. (Juris 
2005).

3. MRG was founded during the mobilization against the World Bank and 
International Monetary Fund meetings in Prague in September 2000. The 
network ultimately dissolved itself in January 2003 in response to declining 
participation and as a broader political statement against the reproduction of 
rigid structures.

4. Barcelona-based research carried out from June 2001 to September 2002 
was supported by a Dissertation Field Research Grant from the Wenner-
Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, Inc., and a Dissertation 
Field Research Fellowship from the Social Science Research Council with 
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation funding. 

5. For example, see comments by Susan George regarding protest violence in 
Gothenburg (“I was at Gothenburg”) and Genoa (“G8: Are You Happy?”). 
Archived at http://attac.org and http://www.corpwatch.org respectively. 

6. Oded Grajew and Francisco Whitaker, two Brazilian civil society leaders 
initially proposed the World Social Forum idea to Bernard Cassen, President 
of ATTAC-France and Director of the Le Monde Diplomatique, in February 
2000. The WSF would specifi cally coincide with the annual World Economic 
Forum (WEF) Summit in Davos. 

7. The Charter defi nes the Forum as “an open meeting place for refl ective think-
ing, democratic debate of ideas, formulation of proposals, free exchange of 
experiences, and interlinking for effective action.” The WSF Charter of 
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Principles can be viewed at http://www.forumsocialmundial.org.br. 
8. As I have argued elsewhere (cf. Juris 2005a/b), broader cultural ideals and 

political imaginaries are increasingly inscribed directly into emerging orga-
nizational architectures.
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